and phrases: using the general Pascal's theorem, complex numbers methods in plane geometry, the theory of a convex quadrilateral and a circle that forms Pascal points, Pascal points, a circle that forms Pascal points, a circle coordinated with the Pascal points formed by it, harmonic quadruplet, inversion transformation, pole and its polar relative to a circle, Thales' theorem, circle of Appolonius.
• The ratios of the distances between the centers of the circles "that form Pascal points on the sides of the quadrilateral", and the ratios of the distances between the Pascal points formed using these circles.
• Special types of circles "that form Pascal points on the sides of a quadrilateral".
• The properties of Pascal points and the centers of the special circles defined.
Introduction: Definitions and Fundamental Theorem
Let us consider the convex quadrilateral ABCD in which the diagonals intersect at point E, and the continuations of sides BC and AD intersect at point F. We shall assume that there exists a circle , ω which satisfies the following two requirements:
(I) It passes through points E and F.
(II) It intersects sides BC and AD at their internal points M and N, respectively (see Figure 1 ). We shall call a circle that satisfies both requirements (I) and (II) (for example, the circle in Figure 1 ) in the following manner:
A circle that passes through sides BC and AD and through points E and F.
We denote by K and L the points of intersection of circle ω with the continuations of diagonals BD and AC, respectively. We draw four straight lines through points K and L to points M and N (the points of intersection of circle ω with the sides of the quadrilateral, as shown in It can be seen that points P and Q belong to sides AB and CD, respectively.
The property we observe is the fundamental property of the theory of a convex quadrilateral that is not a parallelogram, and the circle that is associated with it (see [2] ). Or, by notation: and N, and that the theorem requires us to prove the collinearity of two triplet of points: the first triplet is A, P, B, and the second triplet is . , , C D Q These considerations provide a reason to use the following theorem, due to Pascal, in the proof: Opposite sides of a hexagon inscribed in a circle intersect at three points that are located on the same straight line. We note that Pascal's theorem also holds for a general hexagon, in other words a hexagon that is a closed broken line of six parts (segments) whose ends are located on a single circle.
Let us prove that points A, P, and B are located on the same straight line.
We consider the closed broken line EKNFML (see Figure 4 (a)). Its opposite sides satisfy the following:
EL and NF intersect at point A, ML and KN intersect at point P, and FM and EK intersect at point B.
In addition, hexagon EKNFML is inscribed in a circle. Therefore, in accordance with the general Pascal's theorem, points A, P, and B are located on the same straight line. We have thus proven that there holds .
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Let us now prove that points , , Q C and D are located on the same straight line.
We consider the closed broken line (general hexagon) EKMFNL described in Figure 4 It remains to be proven that points P and Q belong to segments AB and CD, respectively.
We note that points A, B, and P, are the points of intersection of certain chords in the circle (see Figure 4 (a)). In addition, point L and chord KN are located in the same part of the circle that is bounded by chord EK and arc . EFK On the other hand, point K and chord LM are located in the same part of the circle bounded by chord EL and arc . EFL Therefore P, as the point of intersection of chords KN and LM, belongs to the part of the circle that is the intersection of these parts and that, is also the inner part of the inscribed angle KEL. Since points A and B are located on the sides of angle KEL (on its limits), the intersection of straight line AB with the part of the circle bounded by chords KE, EL and arc KFL is segment AB. Therefore, P is an interior point of the segments.
In the same manner, we prove that point Q is an inner point of segment CD. In fact, all the points of rays FD and Q M (aside for F and M), are located in the same half-plane with respect to straight line FM -this is the half-plane that does not contain the point K (see Figure 4 (b)). All the points of rays FC and Q N (aside for F and N) are located on the same half-plane with respect to straight line FN -this is the half-plane that does not contain the point L. Point , Q being the point of intersection of the two rays Q M and Q N that belong to two different half-planes, belongs to the intersection of these half-planes, i.e., plane angle MFN.
Points C and D are located on the sides of the angle (on rays FM and FN, respectively), therefore the intersection of straight line CD with plane angle MFN is segment CD, and Q is an inner point of the segment. (II) We shall call a circle that passes through the points of intersection E and F, and through two opposite sides "a circle that forms Pascal points on the sides of the quadrilateral".
Properties that Result from the Fundamental Theorem
Let ABCD be a convex quadrilateral; E -the point of intersection of the diagonals; F -the point of intersection of the continuations of the sides BC and AD; and let
ω ω ω be three circles, each of which is a circle that "passes through sides BC and AD and through points of intersection E and F" (see Figure 5 ).
For each of the circles, all the required constructions were performed to obtain "Pascal points" on sides AB and CD: using circle , 1 ω we form "Pascal points" 1 P and ; 1 Q using circle , 2 ω we form "Pascal points" 2 P and ; 2 Q using circle , 3 ω we form "Pascal points" 3 P and . 3 Q Figure 5 .
The following theorem holds for these points: In proving the lemma, we distinguish between three possible cases of the reciprocal state of points A, B, C, and D with respect to straight line EF:
(I) Points A and B; C and D are located on different sides of straight line EF (see Figure 6 (a)).
(II) All four points are on the same side relative to straight line EF (see Figure 6 (b)).
(III) Points A and C; B and D are located on different sides of straight line EF (see Figure 6 (c)). The truthfulness of the lemma (in all three cases) is obtained from the equality of the two angles α and β (which results from the fact that each of these angles is equal to angle γ ).
In proving Theorem 2, we shall use cases (II) and (III) of the lemma.
First we prove that straight lines , , 
and 2 N are on the same side relative to straight line EF), there holds .
In a similar manner, using circles 2 ω and 3 ω which intersect at points E and F, one proves that .
We thus obtain that the sides of angle ADC are intersected by three parallel straight lines. Therefore, from Thales' theorem, proportional segments are formed on the sides of the angle, satisfying:
We shall now prove that the straight lines , , 
Similarly, we prove that .
We obtained that the sides of angle DAB are bisected by the three parallel lines , ,
and . (2) The equality of the ratios of the distances between the formed Pascal points (on the same pair of opposite sides in the quadrilateral) using three arbitrary circles , , 2 1 ω ω and , 3 ω which is the subject of Theorem 2 also holds for the distances between the centers of the circles , , 2 1 O O and , 3 O respectively (see Figure 5 ). In the other words, there holds . We shall now consider the extreme states of a "circle that passes through sides BC and AD and through points E and F" of the quadrilateral ABCD.
In the first extreme state, the circle passes through points A, E, and F (we denote the circle by A ω and its center by A O ).
In the second extreme state, the circle passes through points B, E, and F (we denote the circle by B ω and its center by B O ).
It is clear that the center, O, of each circle ω that "passes through sides BC and AD and through points E and F" lies between points A O and B O (i.e., it belongs to the segment , Figure 7 ).
Figure 7.
In the circle ,
A ω point A is both the point of intersection of the circle with side AD, and the point of intersection of the circle with diagonal AC.
In the other words, Figure 8 (a)). Therefore, for the "Pascal point" , A P there holds: We shall use the method of complex numbers in plane geometry (the principles of the method and the formulas we use in the proofs appear, for example, in source [4] , pages 154-181).
and the straight line
We shall select a Cartesian system of coordinates in the following manner: the origin shall coincide with the point O and its length unit shall be equal to the radius of circle . ω In this system, circle ω is the unit circle whose equation
where z and z are the complex coordinate and its conjugate for an arbitrary point on the circle.
All the points that appear in Figure 9 are assigned their coordinates in this system. We shall denote the complex coordinates of the points E, M, K, F, L, and N by , , , , , l f m e k and n, respectively. We shall make use of the following formulas:
Let S be the point of intersection of the straight lines that pass through chords AB and CD in the unit circle (see Figure 10 ).
For the complex coordinate of S and its complex conjugate, there holds: We denote by 1 λ the ratio of the lengths of the segments . PB AP This ratio can be expressed by the complex coordinates in the following manner: We use the equation of the mid-perpendicular to the segment (given in complex numbers): ( )(
where TZ is the mid-perpendicular to segment AB (see Figure 11 ): T is the middle of segment AB, and Z is an arbitrary point on the perpendicular.
Figure 11.
This equation can be transformed into the following form: For the segment EA, whose middle is at point T, the coordinate of T is expressed using the coordinates of the ends of segment EA as follows:
(
). Let ω be a circle that forms "Pascal points" P and Q on sides BC and the centers of the circles that pass through the points A, E, F and B, E, F, respectively (see Figure 12 ).
AD, respectively; and let points
Figure 12.
From Theorem 4, the following proportions hold:
. and , , We draw an arbitrary ray AZ, on which we mark four points, , , ,
and Y, so that there holds: , ,
Therefore, the following proportions will also hold: , From the inverse of Thales' theorem, it follows that the last proportion suggests that each of the straight lines 2 2 1 1 , X P X P and 3 3 X P is parallel to the line BY. Therefore, there holds: .
Therefore, from Thales' theorem, it follows that . From the last proportion and the fact that
we obtain that . . D E Q Now let us consider the special circle ω that is a "circle that passes through two opposite sides of the quadrilaterial…", and that also satisfies the following additional property: a straight line that passes through the "Pascal points" P and Q formed using circle , ω also passes through the center of circle O.
Definition.
A circle, whose center is collinear with the "Pascal points" formed by it shall be called:
The circle coordinated with the Pascal points formed by it.
For example, in Figure 13 shown are the "Pascal points" P and Q that were formed by circle , ω and the straight line Q P that passes through the center of the circle O. Therefore, circle ω is the circle coordinated with the "Pascal points" formed by it on sides AB and CD.
Theorem 6. Let ABCD be a convex quadrilateral, and let ω be a circle coordinated with the "Pascal points" P and Q formed by it, where ω intersects a pair of opposite sides of the quadrilateral at points M and N, and also intersects the continuations of the diagonals at points K and L (see Figure 13 ).
Figure 13.
Then there holds: Let us assume that the continuations of sides KL and MN also intersect at point S (see Figure 13 ).
Then, straight line Q P is a polar of point S relative to circle ω (see [3] , Section 211).
In addition, line Q P passes through point O, which is the center of circle . ω Therefore, pole S of straight line Q P is an infinity point, and therefore lines KL and MN are parallel.
(b) From (a), it follows that vectors KL and MN are parallel, and that the complex coordinates of points K, L, M and N satisfy the following equality:
We choose a system of coordinates such that circle ω is the unit circle (O is the origin and the radius is OE = 1). Since points K, L, M, and N belong to the unit circle (whose equation
and . 1 n n =
We substitute these expressions into formula ( ) * and obtain ( ) ( ).
After simplification, we obtain: Proof. We select a system of coordinates so that circle ω is the unit circle (O is the origin and the radius is r = OE = 1). Therefore, one must prove that ( ). Figure 15 ). Proof. We choose a system of coordinates, so that circle ω is the unit circle (O is the origin and the radius is OE = 1). We use the formulas that From the definition of a pole and its polar relative to a given circle (see [1] , Chapter 6, Paragraph 1), points A O and X transform into one another by inversion relative to circle . ω Therefore the following relation holds between the complex coordinates of points A O and X (see [5] , Paragraph 13): )
We use formulas ( ), * and obtain 
